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The lowest form of life that's crawling in our streets
From seedy dope pushers to the politicians we meet
The sorry religious vomit that infests in our TVs
The weapons that we sell to the trash in the middle east

Murderous drug smugglers pay their way to pass
They look the other way when they take the kickback
We've got to put a stop to this senseless bullshit
Take all these people and throw them in the pit

Let us know where our tax dollars are spent
Tell us how, how much it costs to repent
Time has come for us to take a stand
Let us know when you meet our demands

You can take this all to hell
Shove it up your ass where the sun ain't shining
We know now what it takes to defend
If disaster strikes then they'll be hiding

You can take this all to hell
Shove it up your ass where the sun ain't shining
We know now what it takes to defend
If disaster strikes, then they'll be hiding

Corruption, corruption
Corruption, corruption

From laundering money to hookers on the make
There's always a scandal, someone's on the take
They payoff for secrets, sell plans to a spy
They cover their asses and say it's a lie

Society cries when the vermin go free
When they're done, what's left for me
This social disorder that's causing us pain
Indecent disease, it's they who are to blame

Let us know where our tax dollars are spent
Tell us how, how much it costs to repent
Time has come for us to take a stand
Let us know when you meet our demands
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You can take this all to hell
Shove it up your ass where the sun ain't shining
We know now what it takes to defend
If disaster strikes then they'll be hiding

You can take this all to hell
Shove it up your ass where the sun ain't shining
We know now what it takes to defend
If disaster strikes, then they'll be hiding

Corruption, corruption
Corruption
Corruption, corruption
Corruption, corruption
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